The notion of normal products, a generalization of Wick products, is derived with respect to BPHZ renormalization formulated entirely in configuration space. If inserted into timeordered products, they admit the limit of coinciding field operators, which constitute the normal product. The derivation requires the introduction of Zimmermann identities, which relate field monomials or renormalization parts with differing subtraction degree. Furthermore, we calculate the action of wave operators on elementary fields inserted into time-ordered products using the properties of normal products.
Introduction
In the momentum space formulation on Minkowski spacetime, BPHZ renormalization [BP57, Hep66, Zim68, Zim69] for massive fields and BPHZL renornormalization [LZ75, Low76, LS76] if additionally massless fields are included, were successful schemes in studies of structural questions related to perturbative quantum field theory. With the reduction formalism at hand, it is possible to define composite operators of interacting quantum fields out of perturbation theory [Zim73a] . Moreover, the scheme admits the assignment of scaling dimensions to such composite operators, which are greater or equal to the naive scaling dimension. This may lead to a change in the R-operation for affected weighted Feynman graphs and is sometimes called oversubtraction. Then it is quite natural to ask whether different assignments can be related to each other. The positive answer to this question is given by the Zimmermann identity [Zim73a] , which establishes that two choices of degrees for the same composite operator differ only by a finite sum of other composite operators with well-defined degrees. The identity [CL76] as well as the scheme [GLZ74] can be generalized in order to derive the equation of motion for specific quantum fields and study symmetry breaking in the sense that the breaking of Ward-Takahashi identities is given by an insertion of a composite operator into the correlation functions order by order in Planck's constant [Low71] . This property was used for BRST quantization [BRS76, Tyu75] and in regard to parametric differential equations [Zim80] , where reviews on the technique can be found in [PR81, PS86] and some illustrating examples are provided by [KS92, KS93, Kra98, PS10] . Having well-defined composite operators offers another application in view of coincidence limits of quantum fields, where products of quantum fields can be expressed by local (composite) fields multiplied by structure functions, which capture the singular behavior of the initial fields approaching each other in spacetime [WZ72] . With a generalization of Wick ordering of quantum fields, named normal products, it is then possible to prove the operator product expansion in perturbation theory [Zim73b] .
In [Pot17a, Pot17b] , the BPHZ method was formulated in configuration space, extending its applicability to quantum field theories defined on analytic spacetimes. In this regard, it is natural to derive normal products, a generalization of Wick products, in the configuration space prescription. Inserted into correlation functions, those remain finite in the limit of coinciding arguments. We observe that renormalization parts may change their singular behavior in the limit so that we are confronted with the problem of relating renormalization parts of different degrees, where, indeed, increasing the degree of a renormalization part does not break the effect of the R-operation. Following this observation, we show that Wick monomials with differing degrees assigned to them are related by the configuration space version of the Zimmermann identity and, using the Zimmermann identity, we prove that the limit of coinciding arguments exists for normal products, which have to be defined recursively due to the structure of renormalization parts. Finally, we discuss Wick monomials containing the wave operator and derive an equation of motion for the quantum field in perturbation theory.
The paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the notions of BPHZ renormalization in configuration space, we derive Zimmermann identy in the third and normal products in the fourth section. The wave equation is studied in Section 5. Finally, we draw some conclusions and relate the results to on-going research.
Configuration Space BPHZ Renormalization
Consider a scalar field φ fulfilling the linear equation of motion
on a four-dimensional globally hyperbolic analytic spacetime pM, gq with Lorentzian metric g.
Promoting the field to a distribution φpf q with f P DpM q, we use it to generate the free, unital -algebra A pM, gq, which satisfies the conditions φpf q˚´φpf q " 0,
φpP f q " 0,
φpaf 1`b f 2 q´aφpf 1 q´bφpf 2 q " 0 with a, b P C,
rφpf 1 q, φpf 2 qs´iF pf 1 , f 2 q½ " 0,
where F is the commutator function defined as the difference of advanced and retarded fundamental solution. A state
on A pM, gq is said to be Hadamard if the singularity structure of the two-point functions is fully contained in the Hadamard parametrix Hpx, yq " 1 4π 2 " U px, yq σpx, yq`V px, yq logˆσ px, yq Λ˙ ,
where V is a formal power series with finite radius of convergence and σ denotes the squared geodesic distance. This notion admits the state-independent definition of Wick ordering in a geodesically convex region Ω Ă M , which is recursively given by [HW01] : φpf q : H .
" φpf q (8)
: φpf 1 q...φpf n q : H φpf n`1 q ": φpf 1 q...φpf n`1 q : H n ÿ j"1
: φpf 1 q...φpf j q...φpf n q : H Hpf j , f n`1 q,
where q ‚ denoted the extraction of that field from the Wick polynomial. This prescription of ordering admits the limit f j Ñ f and denoting by Ppxq a polynomial in the metric g, the Riemann tensor R abcd , its symmetrized covariant derivatives as well as the mass m and the coupling ξ to the curvature, a generalized Wick monomial can be written as
and used to define the algebra of field observables
Furthermore, we introduce the notion of time-ordered products
T p: Φpxq :¨: Φpyq :q
where higher orders are recursively defined via (9). Their domain is restricted to the complement of the union over all set of coinciding arguments, called the large diagonal. The extension of the timeordered product to the diagonal in a physically reasonable way is the objective of renormalization theory and we want to employ the method developed in [Pot17b] . The first crucial step in its construction is the analytic continuation of the metric
which admits pointwise products of time-ordered Hadamard parametrices H ε P D 1 ppΩˆΩqz"diagonal 2 q in a geodesicaly convex region Ω Ă M . Using a local version of Wick's theorem [HW02] , the quantity under consideration in the extension problem can be written in terms of weighted Feynman graphs, i.e. multigraphs ΓpV, Eq with vertex set V and edge set E. Assigning a direction to each edge, we get B e " pspeq, tpeqq with s, t : E Ñ V . To each edge e P EpΓq and each vertex v P V pΓq, we assign the weights u ε 0 res . " p∇q speqtpeq H ε px speq , x tpeq q, where p∇q speqtpeq denotes covariant symmetrized derivatives, and the weights u ε 0 rvs P C 8 pΩq consisting of elements Ppx v q, respectively. We observe that the product over all edges e P EpΓq is well-defined except for configurations with contracted vertices, which we call the large graph diagonal, denoted by˝, so that
Furthermore, the extension problem can be reformulated into a problem of local integrability of u ε 0 rΓs, which, for a scalar field of dimension 1 in a four-dimensional spacetime, is assessed by the UV-degree of divergence
for all γ Ď Γ. For any graph γ Ď Γ with degpu ε 0 rΓsq ě 0, we have to prescribe a regularization, which is based on the Hadamard regularization, i.e. we want to subtract a Taylor polynomial
about a point
with sufficiently high order dpγq .
" tdegpu ε 0 rγsqu. Since x V pγq is the singular point of u ε 0 rγs, the Taylor operation is only well-defined on the line complement Γ n γ of γ, which we denote by
such that
It turns out that the regularization shows the desired effect only if the graphs in question are subsumed in partially ordered set, called forests F , where the ordering is performed with respect to the the vertex sets V pγq, γ Ď Γ, and the usual set inclusion Ď. With this, the R-operation can be written in form of the well-known forest formula
where F is the set of all forest F . The Taylor operators are ordered in the sense that tpγq appears left of tpγ 1 q if γ Ą γ 1 and no order is preferred if γ X γ 1 " H. Then it can be shown that Ru ε 0 rΓs admits a unique extension, which converges to a well-defined distribution in the limit ε Ñ 0, so that the naive time-ordering T and the R-operation define a renormalization scheme [Pot17b] .
In the following we want to study products
with Φ j P BpM, gq in the limit of coinciding arguments x j Ñ x. Clearly, Wick ordering renders the product (22) well-defined. But inserting (22) into a time-ordered product and applying Wick's theorem, i.e.
T R,ε tΦ 1 pf 1 q...Φ n pf n q : Φpg 1 q : ... : Φpg m q :u
where G is the set of all graphs and the indices R and ε indicate the application of the R-operation with analytic continuation parametrized by ε, we may ask which additional divergences occur in the graph if we perform the limit of coinciding arguments. We observe that the graphs G are not necessarily connected so that we write ź
where all Γ are connected and ∇ speqtpeq denotes all covariant derivatives acting on the edge e. Those graphs Γ may either contain f j -vertices or g i -vertices or both. Only the latter case is interesting for our purposes since graphs with only g i -vertices do not contribute in the limit of coinciding arguments while graphs with only f j -vertices are regularized by Wick ordering. However graphs with only f j -vertices have to be taken into account if there exists at least one graph with both types of vertices in G. The reason for this lies in the fact that graphs may join in the limit and new renormalization parts appear. Let us first look at a connected graph Γ with f j -and g i -vertices. In contrast to the momentum space scheme, there may exist renormalization parts in Γ, which contain one or more f j -vertices. Therefore three effects may appear in the limit of coinciding arguments. First, the limit introduces overlapping renormalization parts due to joining them in one vertex. Second, a subgraph γ Ď Γ increases the scaling degree, for which, denoting the graph with joined vertex byγ, we have
For completeness, we introduce the inverse operation of splitting vertices, which we denote bŷ γ " γ. Third, the limit introduces entirely new renormalization parts. Introducing
we claim that, due to the properties of the R-operation, effects of the limit can be traced back and controlled, i.e.
where the indices Γ and ∆ denote the forest formula taken with respect to renormalization parts in Γ and ∆, respectively. We distinguish corrections X Γ which stem from overlapping renormalization parts in ∆ and corrections X ∆ which stem from new renormalization parts or renormalization parts with increased scaling degree. The possibility of finding renormalization parts with differing subtraction degree is of more general nature. Indeed, we observe that the R-operation still defines a renormalization method if we choose subtraction degrees δpγq with δpγq ě dpγq for some renormalization part γ Ď Γ. It turns out that those choices are not completely arbitrary, but, more importantly, different choices can be related to each other by Zimmermann identities [Zim73a] . As indicated above, those identities are indispensable for the definition of normal products.
Zimmermann Identity
The possibility of oversubtraction admits almost arbitrary choices of rendering the time-ordered products
expanded in (connected) graphs Γ, extendible, where we find two options. Namely, we may either assign degrees to renormalization parts
for γ Ă Γ, or assign degrees to the constituting Wick monomials, which is denoted by
for δ j ě dimpΦ j q, where dimpΦ j q is the dimension of elementary field operators as well as their covariant derivations, hence not the engineering dimension in general.
Remark 1. It is worth noting that the R-operation admits writing monomials Φ j without explicitly performing the Wick ordering. Namely, if there exists an edge e P EpΓq with speq " tpeq, then the edge weight is a renormalization part with one element in the vertex set. Hence the subtraction point of the Taylor operator coincides with this vertex, i.e. speq " tpeq " x e , so that the line complement u ε 0 rΓ n γs vanishes for each configuration of e, i.e. for each speq.
We refer to the former choice of subtraction degrees as anisotropic and to the latter as isotropic [CL76] . In the following, we work with isotropic degrees, which can be translated into degrees for renormalization parts. For a Feynman graph γ, the degree of divergence is given by
where D γ is the set of covariant derivatives acting on fields contributing to γ. The number of edges |Epγq| is exactly half of the number of elementary fields |E γ | contributing to γ and we define V pγq .
" V γ so that for dimpM q " 4 and dimpφq " 1 we obtain
The sets E γ and D γ may be rewritten in terms of monomials Φ assigned to vertices of γ, i.e.
where E γ denotes the set of elementary fields contributing to external lines and D γ denotes the set of covariant derivatives at fields contributing to external lines. Introducing the degrees of oversubtraction δ j ě dimpΦ j q and defining the codegree of γ to be dpγq .
" |E γ |`|D γ |, the degree of divergence for oversubtractions is given by
For mainly didactical purposes, we begin the derivation of relations among different choices of
in the case of one connected graph ∆ and a monomial Φpf q to which we assign the vertex V 0 P V p∆q and two degrees
This is the analogue to the treatment in [Zim73a] but restricted to an intermediate step, since we neither consider the full perturbative expansion in a power series of a theory nor do we have reduction techniques in the sense of LSZ at our disposal. Also the sum over all contributions is left for a later stage of this section.
Lemma 1. Let u ε 0 r∆s be the weight over a connected graph ∆, which contains a distinguished vertex V 0 with a ą b ě dimpΦq assigned. The difference of the prescriptions under the R-operation is given by
where T is the set of renormalization parts containing V 0 and
where f P DpM |V pτ q|´1 q and τ K denotes the set of normal τ -forest, i.e. the set of all τ -forests which do not contain τ .
Proof. We have to compare R paq ∆ u ε 0 r∆s to R pbq ∆ u ε 0 r∆s and decompose the set of all ∆-forest F p∆q into the set of ∆-forests F 1 p∆q, where no element is containing a graph with vertex V 0 , and the complementary set of ∆-forests F 0 p∆q, i.e.
Abbreviating t dpγq V pγq|V pγq
Ppγq
.
" tpγq and indicating with t paq pγq and t pbq pγq two choices of oversubtractions, respectively, we write
Since for any F P F 0 p∆q there exists a γ P F containing V 0 , thus γ is subtracted by t paq pγq, which can be rewritten as
Expanding the previous sum (43) for all graphs containing V 0 leads to new forests in F 0 p∆q, some of which consisting of only factors with degree b. We denote these forests by F b and find
Then we compute the difference
By construction there are only forests contributing to Xu ε 0 r∆s which contain at least one graph γ Ď ∆ subtracted by t paq pγq´t pbq pγq. Among those graphs, we choose the minimal graph τ P F for some forest F P F 0 p∆qzF b p∆q. Then all graphs γ 1 Ă τ , γ 1 P F , are either subtracted by t pbq pγ 1 q or tpγq and all graphs γ Ą τ are either subtracted by t pbq pγq or t paq pγq´t pbq pγq. But we may add up the latter to subtractions t paq pγq. Furthermore every γ Ď ∆ containing V 0 is at least once minimal and has t paq pγq´t pbq pγq assigned to it. Therefore we subsume those in a set T . For each τ P T , we know that graphs γ Ą τ are subtracted with degree a and all graphs γ 1 Ă τ are subtracted with degree b. With respect to any τ , we construct all superforests F τ , i.e. all sets of renormalization parts γ fulfilling γ Ą τ , and all subforests F τ , i.e. all sets of renormalization parts γ 1 fulfilling γ 1 Ă τ . Those forests may be subsumed in sets F τ and F τ , respectively. With this we have
Spelling out the Taylor operator
and writing ÿ
with τ K denoting the set of all normal τ -forests, we obtaiń pt paq pτ q´t pbq pτÿ
The argument for (48) can be read off from
0 rτ s is locally integrable for every α since both R paq ∆ u ε 0 r∆s and R pbq ∆ u ε 0 r∆s are locally integrable. Hence after integrating over all but one argument in u ε 0 rτ s, we obtain a function G V ,α rτ s, which is multiplied to´ÿ
Indeed, setting all vertices V pτ q X V p∆ n τ q to V pτ q in the Taylor polynomial corresponds to contracting τ to a point, i.e.
∆zτ Þ Ñ ∆{τ.
Hence setting V " V pτ q
. " x τ , we obtain
which fits nicely to our observation above. It follows from the construction of the R-operation that the vertex V is determined up to counterterms of degree |α| and no renormalization parts which are subgraphs to τ may take part in further subtractions. Furthermore the degrees of γ Ą τ remain the same and we may view F τ as a forest over ∆{τ instead of ∆ such that ÿ
and we conclude
We observe that V behaves like a vertex in some part of a "new" correlation function. This leads to constraints on the number of derivatives depending on the number of incident lines in V after summing over all contributing graphs. Before performing the summation, we generalize Lemma 1 to the case of two choices of subtraction degrees δ p1q and δ p2q for a connected weighted graph ∆. Both choices have to be sufficiently high but we do not require them to be strictly ordered. Proposition 1. Let u ε 0 r∆s be the weight over a connected Feynman graph ∆. For two choices δ p1q pγq and δ p2q pγq with respect to any γ Ď ∆, the difference of the prescriptions under the Roperation is given by
where tτ j u is a set of mutually disjoint renormalization parts.
Proof. In analogy to the proof of Lemma 1 and [CL76], we write
where we used
Expanding the forest formula in t 2 pγq and pt 1 pγq´t 2 pγqq, there is always exactly one contribution per forest F P F which selects only operators t 2 pγq. Summing those contributions up results in R p2q ∆ u ε 0 r∆s so that we may focus on the terms separating the two choices
In any forest F of X 12 u ε 0 r∆s, we can find at least one minimal renormalization part τ j being assigned to the difference of the Taylor operators, since there may exist mutually disjoint, minimal renormalization parts. Due to the expansion of (59), every element of F is at least once minimal in that sense. Therefore we sum over all possible subsets tτ j u Ă F of mutually disjoint, Taylordifference minimal τ j . Using the notation from above, we obtain
We may split
and interchange the sum over all forests with the sum over tτ j u ÿ
using that tτ j u can be any set of mutually disjoint renormalization parts in ∆ so that, by the same argument as above, we abbreviate ÿ
Further, we spell out
where again ź
In a last step, we observe that due to the properties of the R-operation ÿ
and conclude
Integrating out all but one variables in each px´x τj q αj R p2q τ K j u ε 0 rτ j s, we arrive at the assertion.
We already indicated above that the vertices V j , resulting from contractions of renormalization parts τ j , shall be represented by monomials in time-ordered products when summing over all graphs. The degree assigned to those monomials is determined by the scheme, but the number of derivatives, remaining from the Taylor operators, is constrained by the dimension of incident lines in V j . Namely, the monomial of vertex V j has to have at least the degree of the number of incident lines E τj , multiplied by the degree of the elementary field which is trivial in our case, and the number of covariant derivatives D τj , which are applied to those incident lines. Additionally, we have to take the subtraction degree δ p1q τj into account so that
In order to conclude this section, we need to return to the full time-ordered product. Therefore we consider the sum over all graphs, which we obtained by Wick's theorem. In the spirit of [CL76], we identify for any τ j P tτ j u its vertex set
where V j X V i " H since τ j X τ i " H for τ j , τ i P tτ j u. For each element v P V p∆q, we find a certain set of elementary fields being associated to lines of ∆. This set is independent of derivatives, curvature terms or constants of the theory. We denote it by
such that we can define the set of all elementary fields
constructing τ j . Note that the pair pV j , E j q does not determine τ j uniquely in general.
Theorem 1. Let δ p1q and δ p2q be two sets of subtraction degrees for a connected time-ordered product
Their difference is given by
with
and
Proof. Setting |tτ j u c | " c and ∆{tτ j u c .
" ∆, we have ÿ
and observe that ∆ is constructed by the complementary vertex set tV j u c as well as vertices V 1 , ..., V c resulting from contractions of tτ j u c and lines among elements in the complementary set of elementary fields tE j u c . With this, ∆ is independent of the realization tτ j u c and we associate to elements in tV j u c the monomials
and to vertices V j the monomials
In the same manner, we view any τ j as independent contribution to ź
where
and pl, l 1 q denote the l-th vertex in V j and the l 1 -th elementary field φ ll 1 P E j at the l-th vertex, which carries covariant derivatives p∇...∇q ll 1 . Then we obtain for the sum over all connected graphs ∆ in (69)
, .
-ĉ
where C i,αi pf i q is a sufficiently regular function in the argument x Vi , which we may assign to the monomial N δ
In order to conclude the proof of the theorem, we observe that
so that the order α l of possible Taylor subtractions is restricted by
Remark 2. Note that the correction terms are again expressed in local field monomials and the transition to time-ordered products without the connectedness condition is defined recursively. In particular, all quantities converge to well-defined distributions in the limit of vanishing parameter ε.
Using the derivation of Theorem 1, we may rewrite Proposition 1 in terms of time-ordered products.
Corollary 1. The change of subtraction degree for one distinguished monomial N δ rΦpf qs, with δ P ta, bu and a ą b ě dimpΦq, in a time-ordered product
is given by
-
with b ă |E |`|D|`|α| ď a.
From Theorem 1, we read off that the subtraction degree is purely determined by the involved elementary fields φ and their covariant derivatives. This implies that the actual structure of subgraphs does not play a role for the renormalization prescription and it is sufficient to know the number and degree of external legs. But if we discard the structure of subgraphs, any subtraction degree of a renormalization part is effected by the chosen subtraction degree of sub-renormalization parts. Namely, consider an element γ of a (saturated) forest F , where γ 1 , ..., γ c P F are maximal with respect to γ. Then we have
so that any δpγ i q ą degpγ i q breaks the renormalization prescription. But we may restore it by demanding that the inequality
holds recursively.
Normal Products
We pointed out in the beginning of this work that changes of subtraction degrees may occur in limits of coinciding vertices of graph weights, thus require the application of the Zimmermann identity in Theorem 1. Furthermore we noticed that the limits may create new renormalization parts, join multiply connected components and induce overlap in existing forests. The latter does not appear in the momentum space treatment due to a deviating definition of renormalization parts and, therefore, in our approach requires an entirely new analysis. Let us discuss the various cases first. Suppose that there are several connected components. Then vertices taking part in the limit are either in one connected component or distributed over several components, not necessarily containing renormalization parts. By construction of the R-operation in configuration space, we may only exclude graphs, which consist of only vertices which are not involved in the limit. Essentially, this corresponds to Wick ordering. Clearly, we can define the weight R ∆ u ε 0 r∆s after performing the limit, i.e. Γ Ñ ∆. Assume that Γ "∆ consists of connected components Γ 1 , ..., Γ c such that
Note that only vertices of the limit being in one connected component can induce the application of the Zimmermann identity, but overlap in existing forests can be created also in the case of multiple connected components.
We begin with the case of two monomials coinciding in the limit. Apart from didactical purposes, the reason for this lies in the fact that one may iterate this limit in order to arrive at a limit of more than two vertices. But this approach leaves us with the problem whether all sequences of partial limits lead to the same result. This question of associativity will not be answered in this work. Nevertheless consider two monomials Φ 1 pf 1 q and Φ 2 pf 2 q inserted into the time-ordered product
restricted to contributions with only one connected component Γ. We associate V 1 P V pΓq and V 2 P V pΓq to Φ 1 pf 1 q and Φ 2 pf 2 q, respectively. If there exist non-overlapping renormalization parts γ 1 with V 1 P V pγ 1 q and γ 2 with V 2 P V pγ 2 q, then Č γ 1 Y γ 2 is a renormalization part in ∆ but alsõ γ 1 lγ 2 holds. Further, renormalization parts γ 12 with V 1 , V 2 P V pγ 12 q require the application of the Zimmermann identity in the transition toγ 12 . Since
the limit for the weight u ε 0 rΓs is only extendible a priori for R ∆ u ε 0 rΓs. At this point, it becomes clear why we defined the subtraction point to be
instead of the standard mean coordinate. Namely, the standard mean coordinate is discontinuous in the limit of coinciding arguments and hence does not allow for a comparison of subtractions in R ∆ u ε 0 rΓs and R Γ u ε 0 rΓs. Since the Taylor operators act on the line complement, we use V pγq and V pγq synonymously. In the work of Zimmermann [Zim73b] , they would coincide because the vertices (single field operators) would correspond to external legs in Γ. In our treatment we may find external legs attached to V 1 and V 2 . Before deriving the corrections terms, we want to state a relation which is conjugate to an observation of Zimmermann [Zim73b] . Due to the definition of the R-operation, a renormalization part itself remains unchanged and we find for renormalization parts σ P Γ and τ 
with ∆ referring to forests constructed as if f 1 " f 2 and Γ referring to the general setting, is given by
Proof. We begin our computation by the decomposition of the forest formula for ∆.
The set F 0 contains all ∆-forests such that there exists a renormalization part containing V 0 in its vertex set. In analogy to the derivation of the Zimmermann identity of Lemma 1, we can find for any F 0 P F 0 a minimal graph τ containing V 0 such that
"τ may or may not be a renormalization part of Γ, i.e. an element of Γ-forests in F Γ . We take this into account by replacing p´tpτin (106) with p´ptpτ q´tpσand the convention that tpσq " 0 if σ is not a renormalization part for Γ.
We observe that due to (96), we have
holds in general. If the two terms in (110) were to be equal, then we would also obtain ÿ
in (104). Suppose that we have
where X Γ u ε 0 rΓs contains all Γ-forests which lose the poset structure in the limit of V j Ñ V 0 . Let Z be the set pairs pζ 1 , ζ 2 q of mutually disjoint renormalization parts of Γ, which contain V 1 or V 2 , respectively. Then we obtain
Analogously to Theorem 1, we sum over all graphs Γ ÿ
where x V‚ indicates the dependence on all arguments assigned to vertices in V ‚ and the derivatives from Taylor subtractions are restricted by
for the corrections from ř Γ X Γ u ε 0 rΓs and
for the corrections from
ą 0 holds only in the case of applied Zimmermann identity. This proves the assertion.
We remark that the corrections ř Γ X Γ u ε 0 rΓs do not appear in the derivation of [Zim73b] and arise from the differing definition of renormalization parts. In particular, those corrections do not have the desired form, i.e. they are expressed by two instead of just one local field monomial so that, in the limit of coinciding arguments, singularities occur on the level of distributions instead of functions C . Nevertheless we may apply Proposition 2 to ř Γ X Γ u ε 0 rΓs and obtain corrections in the desired form after a finite number of iterations since we considered only time-ordered products with finitely many field monomials.
Next, we generalize Proposition 2 to the case of n monomials in the coincidence limit. Let us first look at a time-ordered product
where all monomials take part in the limit of coinciding arguments. Expanding as usual into graphs, the resulting graph ∆ after the limit is a bouquet graph, i.e. a graph with one vertex and edges e with speq " tpeq, which is both vanishing under action of the R-operation and regularized by Wick-ordering of the whole product of monomials. But parts of bouquet graphs emerge also in the treatment of the time-ordered products with two sets of monomials
where only the first n monomials are affected by the limit. Again, we emphasize that contributions from tadpoles vanish after applying the R-operation. Due to this, we restrict (127) to contributions without edges among limit-vertices after the application of Wick's theorem and indicate this by
Expanding (127) into graphs Γ and setting as above ∆ .
"Γ, we have to compare R ∆ u ε 0 rΓs with R Γ u ε 0 rΓs again. In this case the comparison is significantly more involved since we may find several limit-vertices at one connected component of Γ and we may have several connected components of Γ each containing at least one limit-vertex. Hence suppose that Γ has Γ 1 , ..., Γ k connected components, where each Γ j contains n j limit-vertices with ř j n j " n. Analogously to the 2-vertex case, we expect to obtain corrections from ∆-forests as well as Γ-forests, i.e.
For the corrections regarding overlap creation in forests, induced by the limit, we observe that those terms consist of all sets tζu c of c mutually disjoint renormalization parts ζ in Γ, where each renormalization part contains at least one limit-vertex. We find sets with 2 ď c ď n and subsume those in Z c so that
where the sums in α j run from 0 to δpζ j q. The contributions from all graphs are then given by
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
It is left to examine the correction terms related to the introduction of new renormalization parts or the increase of subtraction degree induced by the limit, respectively. Note that those terms can only appear once per forest F if we require them to be minimal in F . Therefore we obtain
where tpσq " tpτ q " 0 if σ is not a renormalization part. Again, summing over all graphs Γ we compute
-ˆ( 136)
and δ p V ą 0 only in the case of Zimmermann identity. Finally, we want to combine all contributions in the definition of normal products and perform the coincidence limit. N δn`j rΦ n`j pf n`j qs
Theorem 2. Let Φ 1 , ..., Φ n be field monomials with scaling dimensions δ 1 , ..., δ n . Then
if inserted to time-ordered products.
Proof. Given any time-ordered product. Inserting the normal product N δ rΦ 1 pf 1 q...Φ n pf n qs and expanding in graphs, we obtain
where ∆ "Γ. The insertion of N δ rpΦ 1 ...Φ n qpf qs gives
and thus we arrive at
We could continue and calculate products of normal products inserted into time-ordered products or relate normal products of different degree following the ideas in Theorem 1. Both calculations are feasible but tedious and are not performed in this work.
Field Equation
In the construction of Wick monomials and time-ordered products, we transfered to off-shell fields φ, i.e. we did not demand that monomials of the type N δ rΦP φs vanish identically, where P denotes the wave operator. The techniques developed in this Section above allow us to examine such monomials in detail. Therefore let us study
Without loss of generality, we consider only a simply connected component Γ after the application of Wick's theorem. Denoting the vertex of the monomial N δ rΦP φpf qs by V 0 , there exists exactly one edge e 0 P EpΓq, connecting P φ to a vertex V j P V pΓqztV 0 u. But we know that
and thus the vertices V 0 and V j in Γ get fused after evaluating the Dirac-δ-distribution resulting in a graph ∆. Before we turn to the analysis of the change in the singularity structure in the transition from Γ to ∆, we have to discuss the subtraction degree δ of the monomial ΦP φ. Recall that in local form
so that
However, we find dimpg µν ∇ µ ∇ ν φq " dimpbφq`2 and therefore have to relate N dimpΦq`3 rΦbφs to N dimpΦq`1 rΦbφs. This is performed applying Corollary 1 to (147) with a " 3 and b " 1, i.e.
with dimpΦq`1 ă |E |`|α| ď dimpΦq`3. This allows us to work with N dimpΦ`3q rΦP φpf qs and thus with δ ě dimpΦq`3 involving additional corrections from Zimmermann identities.
Next let us analyze the change of the singularity structure in the fusion process Γ ÑΓ . " ∆. For disjoint renormalization parts γ 0 with V 0 P V pγ 0 q and γ j with V j P V pγ j q, surely Č γ 0 Y γ j is a renormalization part but we also obtainγ 0 lγ j . Further, there may exist renormalization parts γ 0j already in Γ, which change their subtraction by contracting e 0 but do not change the edge set on which the Taylor polynomial is computed. To sum up, the occuring corrections resemble the result of Proposition 2 since only pairs of vertices pV 0 , V j q are involved.
Theorem 3. The action of a wave operator P appearing in a monomial ΦP φ inserted into a time-ordered product is given by
with conventions for multiindices α ‚ and functions C α‚ as in Proposition 2.
Proof. Analogously to the two-vertex case for normal products, we obtain for a single graph Γ
Omitting the intermediate step of spelling out Taylor operators, we compute directly the sum over all contributions Γ using Proposition 2 and obtain
In the same manner, we compute for the Zimmermann identity correction terms that
The sum over all fused graphs ∆ gives
and merging all contributions we arrive at the assertion.
We finish this Section with the discussion of a special case of Theorem 3. Suppose that Φ " 1, i.e. we consider an insertion N δ rP φpf qs. Inserted into a time-ordered product and expanded in graphs, the vertex N δ rP φpf qs corresponds to an external line of those graphs. It follows that neither Zimmermann identity correction terms nor overlap creation correction terms can appear so that (152) reduces to 
Conclusion
In the present work, we derived the notions of normal products and Zimmermann identities in the framework of configuration space BPHZ renormalization, which, in the original formulation in momentum space, turned out to be particularly well suited for the study of structural properties of a specific theory. Recall that the insertion of a normal product into time-ordered functions maintains local integrability in the coincidence limit after the application of the R-operation due to suitably chosen subtraction degrees. Provided this normal product depends on a parameter of the theory like the mass, we can study the behavior of the theory under changes of the parameter by inserting the derivative of associated normal product into every time-ordered product given as a formal power series. Again, we emphasize that these insertions do not require any additional renormalization techniques. This idea of relating insertions and derivatives with respect to parameters is formalized by the action principle [Low71] such that parametric differential equations [Zim80, HW03, BDF09] should be derivable more conveniently. Another application of the action principle can be constructed in analogy to the derivation of the field equation, where the application of the wave operator fused vertices. In the same manner, normal products may be manipulated by other normal products using functional derivatives, which remove the full or just a part of monomial and replace it by or add another monomial, respectively. Specifically, an elementary field operator in an observable may be exchanged by a transformed elementary field operator while keeping a suitably large subtraction degree. With this, Ward identities should be representable as insertions into the full theory such that the effect of symmetry transformations [KS92, KS93] becomes easier tractable. We remark that symmetries of pM, gq, thus symmetries of the Hadamard parametrix H, should be restored after the limit ε Ñ 0.
Having a full theory at hand also admits a simplification of the rather bulky results on Zimmermann identity and normal products. Since we considered only a single time-ordered product, it was cumbersome to keep track of fields constructing renormalization parts and newly formed vertices, thus Wick monomials, in the sum over all contributing graphs. In a full theory, having all possible graphs at disposal, one may blow up a single vertex to an arbitrary renormalization part, which has to be compatible with the theory and has to have external lines matching the incident lines of the initial vertex. This blow-up-graph is again a graph of the theory and, vice versa, one may contract any renormalization part of a given graph to a single vertex obtaining another graph of the theory. The latter manipulation corresponds to the application of the R-operation, where we observe that the R-operation is performed independently of the structure of the renormalization part and, further, independently of the structure complement of the renormalization part. Hence the sum over all graphs containing a renormalization part, which is associated to a specific fixed vertex after contraction, can be split, after application of the R-operation, into a sum of renormalization parts and a sum of the complement. This is exactly the content of Zimmermann identities but with the difference that the sums become independent after the splitting, thus can be written in independent formal power series. It is evident that an analogous argument holds for normal products. The Zimmermann identity should certainly be used in the aforementioned studies of concrete theories, relating insertion of differing engineering dimension, and the definition of normal products should be of benefit in the study of operator product expansion, possibly on analytic spacetimes [Hol07] . Recall that we specifically emphasized the limit of two coinciding vertices, which is predestined for the question of associativity [HH15] and, furthermore, one may investigate in the convergence of the operator product expansion [HK12] . As a final remark we shall point out that, differently from Zimmermann's result, the normal products have to be defined recursively due to the larger class of renormalization parts. It remains open whether and how this recursive definition simplifies if concrete models are considered.
